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I’m a little sad because people are no longer being the eager beavers that I enjoy. I think 
exam blues are catching up to them or then maybe it was the faculty carnivals. After all 
drunk university students = inefficiency. 

Karaoke Club: I have been obsessively listen to Keesha’s – “Tick tock” and while it does 
sound like “god is having an orgasm” when she sings it; I really wished (while having a dance 
party in my head in the library) that I could be poppin’ to her classy classy songs in a 
Karaoke bar! My dance party didn’t materialize the way I wanted it to BUT this club did 
score with us. Their mandate included: promoting the culture of Karaoke, organize events 
and gatherings, singing competitions and social networking amongst people with similar 
interests. And since we live in CanadaLand, I had to give them extra points for adding the 
words “different cultures”. They were approved.  

Golden Key Society: So when I was reading their application, I was a little depressed. I 
know that I am not the next Einstein but I would think that intelligence was one of my finer 
traits. Sadly, the Golden Key Society reminded me that I was far from it. Currently, the 
Golden Key society is an ISG(Independent Group) BUT they really really want club status. I 
think it has something to do with their obsession with calculating budgets. I don’t judge. I 
promise. I like academically keen individuals (for lack of a better term). However, we tabled 
them since their application needed a letter explaining their love for clubs. They were 
tabled.  

4D Engineering: When I told my engineering buddies about this group, they told me it was 
lame. Except that I refuse to value their judgment when they turned to each other and 
started making strange jokes about techno names for techno machinery. I think June; the 
founder of this club was rather enthusiastic! Their mandate included: introducing students 
to 3D, creating a place for members to meet and exchange knowledge and ideas while at the 
same time providing them the opportunity to network with organizations and gain some 
hands on experience. They were approved.  

No Hunger Left: My first response to this club was not so eager. We have tons of club on 
campus such as Santropol Roulant and Meal Exchange that deal with hunger issues. But 
after sending in a cover letter explaining how and why they were different, they made it to C 
& S Coms. One of the main reasons why they were even considered was that unlike other 
hunger clubs, they wanted to deal directly with leftovers from McGill Cafeteria’s. While this 
idea was appealing, we tabled them and asked exactly how they planned on doing so. Also, 
McGill may already do that effectively. Perhaps a club trying to take over that role would not 
be the best of ideas. 
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